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The night was starry, a night bird flocking their wings soaring up the Sky. A crescent 
bloody moon, light the quiet night. 

At the big castle, Lady Margaret was sleeping peacefully while the young master was 
checking some documents. He stop for a while and put the documents down, he look at 
the crescent moon as it light reflects on his side and mumbles “what a peaceful night” 

Outside of the castle was Ryga who’s sitting at the corner of the balcony while Clavio 
was standing at his side. He took a deep sigh then looks at Clavios’ side and asked 
“What’s your purpose? Why did you introduce me into this place? Didn’t I say I need to 
find them?” 

Clavio took a deep breath and exclaimed “If I didn’t introduce you as my friend, for sure 
you will die on an instant. The young master of the Desmond family has a guard tailing 
us on the mission” 

“Regardless, I need to see them. I want to know if they are safe or not. Why did I 
become a guard on these people? “ he asked 

“If you want to meet them, you must act accordingly. I took a glimpse at their side during 
the accident and saw some people at the distance” he paused for a while then look at 
him as he loan closer “I can sense someone” 

Ryga was looking at him with confuse and asked “sense someone?” 

He step backward then lean his elbow at the balcony as he look above the Sky. He took 
a glimpse at Ryga’s side then continues “Aside for being a wolf. I have a power that I 
can’t say to anyone. It was passed down from us. I can sense anyone from a distance. I 
can sense if someone following me or not” 

Ryga was quietly listening as he looks at the bloody crescent moon. He took a glimpse 
at his side and asked “the possible reason is your alpha blood?” 

Clavio chuckles then continue “The alpha blood have no abilities like that. It was said 
that my ancestor was once rule this world. I have no recall if it was true or not but I 
believe the blood runs through me was the King itself” 

Ryga nod as he understood “so you mean you have this ability ? Isn’t it great? Out of 
million people only you have this ability?” 



Clavio smiles as he was pleased to hear that positive comment 

“I sense someone while on the mission. Aside from your group, at the distance I can 
sense someone following us. I can see their movement and their distance” he paused 
for a while then smile at him 

“Your friends are safe. I can still sense their souls. They are still alive. Those group save 
them. I took a glimpse before turning and saw them” 

“Are they trustworthy? Are they allies? What if they are an enemy’s? To lure innocent 
they keep acting as a good citizen?” 

Clavio drastically laughed at his theory, he wipe his tears and says “It was your 
imagination. Those guys are from other organization. We may have different 
organization but all I can say was killing aren’t their forty” 

Ryga twitch and turn his back and aggressively asked “what? Killing aren’t they forty? 
They aren’t acting to keep their pace? ” 

Clavio couldn’t hold his laughter. He laugh hard while repeatedly pat his shoulder “you 
don’t trust me ? 

He couldn’t say any word as Clavio was mockingly laugh at him. 

“Anyway, the mission will start tomorrow. Adam & Eve must be obtains at any cost. I 
have no intention of helping them but seizing Adam & Eve could change this world. I 
want this world to change” 

“How can you say Adam & Eve can change this world?” 

“I can’t say for now but the prophecy says a new King will rule this world. We don’t know 
if the prophecy telling the truth or not. All I can say was the world became unbalance 
and chaos because of the prophecy. A lot of wolf fighting each other for the throne” 

Ryga nod silently, the bloody moon immense the Sky night. They can hear a pack of 
wolves howl loudly. Clavio lean his elbow at the balcony and exclaimed “I can’t 
guarantee your safety but I know you can make it alive during the mission” 

Ryga chuckles as he suddenly remembers the time they meet “It’s funny to think, the 
first time we meet was finding Adam & Eve. Both of us fight each other. I can vaguely 
remember you can read an ancient letter and can do some magic” 

He chuckles as he laughed remembering that time “Well, I feel superior so I don’t know 
why I act that way. If I offend you then I apologized. Let’s forget those days and become 
friends” 



“Ah ! I remember something” Ryga exclaimed 

He looks at him for a while and asked “what is it?” 

“The first time we meet was during the wave accident. You save us !. Aren’t you with 
those witches? Why did I saw a different witch at the cave with you ?” 

Clavio flinch, as he remembers something. He turn his head and smile “Well isn’t it 
great ? Nice to meet you” he doesn’t want the conversation to go on. He drastically 
changed the topic and asked “Where did you meet them? “ he was referring to Clona 
and the others 

He scratched the back of his head and laughed while remembering the past “I meet 
them by accident. I found Clona first then the witch and follow by the old man wolf and 
lastly is the woman we meet at the cave” 

Every time he mentions their name, he can’t help but smile and laugh “Clona was so 
stubborn while Dorothy was a shy girl. Mr. Tom was a knowledgeable; we ask him a lot 
of question which he can answer easily. He was a strong man with a dignity and pride. 
We meet him at the ship” 

Clavio smile while listening to his story “isn’t it great you meet a nice people and have a 
journey together?” 

He proudly smile “Yes I am” 

Clavio took a deep breath and pat his head “Well, we need to prepare for tomorrow’s 
mission. I’m counting on you” as they make a bro fist.��������������� 
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Clona awake from the brightness of the sun. She look around and saw Mr. Tom 
standing at her side while talking to someone. 

She yawns for a while and asked “Where are we?” Mr. Tom nod at the person he was 
talking to and says “wave been save from them, let’s go and meet the commander itself” 

Clona nod then look around to find Dorothy and Alice but she found nothing. She 
deliberately asked “Where are they?”. Mr. Tom stop from walking then twitch his head 
and says “They are fine. They we’re at commander’s place taking some rest” then 
continue to walk 



Both of them walked silently towards the commander. Clona saw a young man smiling 
at her at the distance. Mr. Tom point his finger at him and says “That young man over 
there is the commander, he was the one who save us” 

Clona nod as she understood then wave her hands and smile at him. From the distance 
she saw Alice and Dorothy silently eating a bread at the corner. 

She smile happily then hurriedly run towards them as she shout their names “Dorothy ! “ 

Dorothy flinch and stood up and saw Clona waving her hands while smiling at her. She 
happily put down the bread and run towards her to hug. 

“I’m happy that you’re fine” Clona exclaimed as she can’t hold her tears, she look 
around but she hasn’t find Ryga. 

She look at Mr. Tom’s side and asked “where’s Ryga ?” 

Mr. Tom deliberately scratched the back of his head as he doesn’t know what to say. He 
pats her head and took a deep breath “He sacrifice himself for you” 

Clona stop from smiling and hysterically asked “What do you mean? Is he alive? Is he 
dead?” as his tears started to fall down 

Mr. Tom took a deep sigh as he calm her “No. He was still alive, probably” 

“Probably? What do you mean by that? Let’s go and find him” 

They didn’t notice Alice presence from their back as she step forward and lean to them 
“He was still alive, a chances of meeting him was hundred percent” 

Mr. Tom flinch as she hardly notice her presence. He nod at her and asked “how do you 
know?” 

Alice didn’t say anything but smile at them as she turns her back and continue to walk 
towards Dorothy. She pat her head and twitch her head at them and says “ I can still 
feel his soul” then pulled Dorothy towards the table 

Clona’s heart started to beat as she didn’t know what to do. She needs to find him. Alice 
words give him some hope, she needs to act faster and find him. 

She flinch when she feels someone patting her back. She twitch her head and saw the 
young man smiling at him. 

She flushed her smiles and bows her head “thank you for saving us”. The young man 
commander smile as he can feel the sincerity towards her. 



She muster her courage and look at the young man with a determination on her eyes, 
she deliberately asked “I have a friend but he gone missing. I know it’s not the right time 
to say this but can I ask you help to find them?” 

The young man was shocked at her words. It was their first time meeting each other 
and Clona already asked her something. 

She looks around and saw a lot of them looking at him as they are waiting for his 
response. He feels pressure so pat her head and says “I will but we have an important 
mission” 

Clona was determines to find Ryga so she insisted say “Let me join you mission in 
exchange, help me find him”. The young man steps backward. He clear his throat as he 
thought ‘so it was a guy? Is it his lover or just a friend?’ 

Towards Clona he feels some butterfly feelings. He couldn’t hold out his emotion. He 
turns his back and waves his hands at her. 

His heart started to beat faster. The closer he was with her, the closer his heart beat 
loudly. 

He walked silently while some guards are making a salute at him. He was known as a 
young commander. With his age, he was known for his skills and knowledgeable. 

Everyone adores him as he was the first person to become a commander at his young 
age. He was born with talent. 

With his skills and talent, it was easy to become a commander. Everyone have a high 
expectation at him as they believe he will become a King on this world. 

With the prophecy, they believe that the commander will become a new King and thus 
his power was out of reach. 

They heard rumors about Adam & Eve unleashing a great power; thus they must obtain 
the so called Adam & Eve to become a ruler. 

They heard the tragedy of the two strongest families and thus they became interested to 
become a ruler as they believe that no one can fit the throne except them. 

They receive information of Adam & Eve’s location and thus they need to act faster to 
obtain it. A quarrel between organizations was over as the priest from the other side 
was already dead. 

The young man smile and says “Adam & Eve must obtain” 



The dark night was come and crescent moon gives light. A pack of wolves march into 
the woods while behind them is the witch. A total of hundreds are marching. 

Clavio was at the front and beside him was Ryga. The information they have was Adam 
& Eve reside at the deepest part of the forest and they need to capture both of them and 
seize their power. 

He stops for a while and look around as he sense someone was following them. He 
smiles for a while and looks at Ryga’s side and whisper “they are here” 

Ryga look at him with a confuse and asked “Who? “. He whisper silently “Your friends 
are here” 
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Ryga look around but he doesn’t see anyone. Clavio continue to walk. He can sense 
them at the back. 

Ryga lean closer at him then asked “are they still following us? “. He stops for a while 
and whisper “Yes, they’re still following on us”. 

Ryga twitch his head up at the Sky as he saw a shadow figure beneath the moon. 
Clavio took a deep breath as he can sense someone approaching them from a 
distance. It was faster than a wind. 

He looks at the others and nods as they understood. All of them took their weapons as 
they get ready to fight. 

It seems that Adam & Eve was already here and the other organization can sense their 
presence. Ryga wore his mask as he wants to hide his identity while fighting. 

He heard a loud noise at the distance and saw a large Sphenodon punctatus a large 
reptile that was known as Tuatara its height was large as the tree with its spiny greenish 
– gray color that looks like an iguana. 

Its droll was consists of liquid acid that can turn anyone into a stone. Behind it was the 
so called Adam & Eve holding a book. 

“It seems they summon another creature from the book” Ryga exclaimed as he looks at 
the book. His head started to hurts. 



Clavio pulled him as the Tuatara started to act; its movement was too fast that it’s hard 
to glimpse an eyes. Both of them shape shift into their wolf form then started attacking 
the creature. 

The so called Adam & Eve were flying at the midair as they look down at the pack of 
wolves. They suddenly chant a powerful spell and a wave of tornado coming from the 
air came out. 

You can hear a loud scream from the other guards as they feel pain from the attack of 
the Tuatara. Other guards couldn’t defend themselves as the creature was too fast to 
move. 

It’s greenish – gray color change into a shady blue and suddenly became transparent. It 
became invisible that it’s hard to find its location. 

Ryga twitch his head as he feels someone’s presence at his back. He pushed Clavio’s 
side and manage to defend himself. It seems one of Ryga’s abilities trigger as he can 
sense someone’s presence. 

He step backward while looking around; suddenly the ground shakes and it cracked 
open. Some of the guards fell down at the pit of the surface while some of them manage 
to escape. 

Ryga pulled Clavio’s shoulder as he manage to jump at the tree branch. He look around 
and saw the ground cracked but the shakes stop. 

It slowly closed and some of the guard who were trapped couldn’t make it alive. They 
hurriedly jump towards the tree as they look below. 

They flinch when they heard a loud noise. Ryga was shocked as he saw the Tuatara at 
the top of tree looking at them as if they are a prey. 

He looks around and saw a group of people from the distance. His eyes widen but he 
didn’t saw Clona or the others. What he saw is a young man commanding his troops to 
initiate retreat. 

He and Clavio shape shift into their human form then look at the distance. He 
continuously asked “have you seen them?” his referring to Clona and the others. 

Clavio nod as he can sense their presence but he can’t identify which one as they were 
so distance and its hard to identify as they wore a mask. 

At the mid air were the so called Adam & Eve looking at them with a cold eyes. Half of 
the army was gone and only they are survived. He took a glimpse at the group of people 
but he saw unfamiliar face wearing a mask. 



He pulled Clavio’s hand and asked “Where are they? You said they are here”. Clavio 
look around but he saw unfamiliar people wearing a mask. 

“They wore a mask like you” Clavio’s mockingly tease as he pat his mask. Ryga couldn’t 
keep up on his pace so he pulled him and gently throw him at the second branch of the 
tree. He sticks his tongue and smirk. 

Clavio wants to say something but he senses the Tuatara at his back. He hurriedly jump 
from below and it was a coincidence that the ground close so he manage to land 
properly. 

He hears someone screaming in pain, he look above and saw one of his guards bitten 
by the Tuatara. He flip backward and look at Ryga’s side and shout “get down ! “ 

He flinch when he heard a huge explosion from the distance. Ryga land properly at the 
ground then saw a young man holding a spear as he shout some of his men to attack. 

It seems their targets are Adam & Eve. Clavio can see a future and it was a big war. He 
pulled Ryga’ s hand to run at the back as they don’t want to join the fight between the 
other organization and the Tuatara. 

The young man commander shape shift into his wolf form and jump higher towards the 
Tuatara. Ryga feels amaze as the young man show his ability and skills. 

Clavio’s feels awe as the young man jump high and it was higher than a normal one. 
The young man landed at the Tuatara who became invisible again. 

The creature’s invisibility was shown as the young man throws paint at the creature. It 
may be invisible but the paint could tell his location. 

Clavio grimly hold his fist as he look at his guard and nod. While the young man and his 
men were fighting with the Tuatara they have to move fast. 

Clavio nod at his guard as his shape shift into his wolf form then jump at the tree with 
the grip on his feet he jump higher towards the midair and manage to touch the so 
called Adam & Eve’s. 

He barely touch its shoulder but he can’t fly so he landed at the 
ground.��������������� 

 


